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ABERDEEN CITY COUNCIL

Name of Committee : Policy and Strategy

Date of Meeting : 30 October 2007

Title of Report : Amendment to the goodapple homes Tenant Reward
Scheme terms and conditions

Lead Officer : Colin Ross

Author of Report : Lisa Rattray
 (52)3947

lrattray@aberdeencity.gov.uk

Other Involvement : Communal Cleaning Working Group

Consultation undertaken with : All Corporate Directors
Heads of Service, Shelter and Environment
City Solicitor
City Chamberlain

Summary of Report

Following the meeting of the Communal Cleaning Working Group on 11 September, it was
recommended that as of 1st January 2008, the communal cleaning service is discontinued. This
recommendation is subject to ratification from this Committee and will be discussed as a
separate item. Provided it is approved, this report seeks approval from the committee to
approve an amendment to the terms and conditions of the goodapple homes Tenant Reward
Scheme to include communal cleaning – which forms part of the tenancy agreement - in the
qualifying criteria. This modification to the terms and conditions of the goodapple homes Tenant
Reward Scheme is an interim measure, pending a full review of the Scheme in the new year.

Recommendations

It is recommended that the Committee approve the change to the qualifying criteria of the
goodapple homes Tenant Reward Scheme.

Links to the Community Plan and to Vibrant, Dynamic & Forward Looking

This report has been prepared with regard to aberdeenfutures key aim to “improve the quality of
housing and environment for individuals and the community”, as well as speed up letting and
repairs in Council houses, fulfilling the Council policy, Vibrant, Dynamic and Forward Looking.
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Implementation

Once the policy change is approved, a letter will be sent to all tenants advising them of the
goodapple homes Tenant Reward Scheme’s revised criteria.

The implementation of the goodapple homes Tenant Reward Scheme is carried out by the Area
Teams Shelter and Environment and project managed by the Services to Adults (Housing)
Marketing Strategy Officer.

In order to facilitate the proposed change to the Scheme’s terms and conditions, Area Housing
Assistants would be required to record when tenants are not fulfilling their cleaning duties in the
IWorld system. This, in turn, would allow a monthly report to be generated, showing tenants
who are no longer keeping with the terms and conditions of the Scheme. On receipt of the
report, the Lapsed Membership Procedure (EMP301) would be followed until either the situation
was satisfactorily resolved, or the tenant’s membership of the Scheme was suspended.

Resource Implications
People :  Possible implication on Area Housing Assistants’ workloads.

Finance : A budget of £182,000 for the goodapple homes Tenant Reward Scheme
was approved by the Council in February 2007.

Systems & Technology : The IWorld system is used to process applications for the
goodapple homes Tenant Reward Scheme and generate monthly reports. A facility exists within
the system to allow Housing Assistants to record instances where tenants are failing to fulfil
their cleaning duties, although this is currently not utilised to its full capacity. The system can be
further amended to run reports to indicate where tenants are failing in their cleaning obligations.

Property : In order to have a sustainable business plan and SHQS delivery plan, it is
essential that the Council employs positive measures of “incentivisation” to ensure that tenants
respect property, look after their homes, adhere to their tenancy conditions and remain Council
tenants.

Other Equipment : None arising from this report.

Other : None arising from this report.

Other Implications
Health & Safety : Unless the Council attempts to encourage and reward positive
behaviour as opposed to rewarding all behaviour, good and bad, then the Anti-Social Behaviour
Strategy may not be sufficient to tackle behaviour which may have a detrimental effect on
tenants’ overall wellbeing.

Risk Management : The failure to retain tenants through incentivisation as part of a wider
strategy to maintain and manage the Council’s housing stock may result in the impact of other
strategies (eg Void management, SHQS delivery plan, anti-social behaviour etc) being less
effective. There is also a risk that incentives may not help to change behaviour with a sufficient
number of tenants who currently do not fulfil their tenancy conditions.
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Human Rights/
Equalities/Diversity : All citizens have the right to affordable housing. The
goodapple homes Tenant Reward Scheme aims to achieve equal opportunities for all tenants
by ensuring that their behaviour is recognised and gives them access to the appropriate
services.

Equalities Impact Assessment:      The goodapple homes Tenant Reward Scheme is open
to all Aberdeen City Council tenants. Tenants who have or are affected by disability, incapacity
or ill health may be differently affected by this proposal.  However, the tenancy agreement
contains a condition that states “If a tenant has a disability or is unable to meet this condition of
the tenancy agreement due to ill health, the onus is on that tenant to make other arrangements
to make sure the cleaning is carried out”.

Sustainability : This is a spend to save initiative, tackling the significant negative
expenditure with a relatively smaller positive expenditure budget.

Environmental : If the terms and conditions of the goodapple homes Tenant
Reward Scheme are to be amended to include communal cleaning, this will ensure tenement
blocks are kept in good order.

Social: The Tenant Reward Scheme encourages good behaviour amongst current
tenants, as well as providing an incentive for new tenants to move into goodapple homes
properties.

Economic : By encouraging new tenants and retaining existing tenants, the goodapple
homes Tenant Reward Scheme has a positive impact on void rent-loss and rent arrears.

Construction : None arising from this report.

Signature : 
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Main Considerations

1. Purpose

The purpose of this report is to seek approval of a change to the qualifying criteria for
membership of the goodapple homes Tenant Reward Scheme.

2. Background

In January 2003 the creation of a tenant incentive scheme was approved by the Community
Services Committee. This formed part of a strategy to reduce voids in the City and encourage
sustainable tenancies. Along with the incentive scheme, a fast-track lettings system for low-
demand properties was developed and communal cleaning services were introduced in a
number of flatted properties which were hard to let.

In 2006 a survey of tenants receiving the communal cleaning service was undertaken. Tenants
stated that they would not be willing to pay for the service to continue, and a decision was taken
by the Communal Cleaning working group to discontinue the service from 1st January 2008.

3. Current Position

5,470 tenants currently receive the communal cleaning service, 568 of whom are members of
the goodapple homes Tenant Reward Scheme.

4. Costs

At the time of preparing this report, 3,774 tenants were members of the Scheme (representing
an uptake of 17%). The annual payout for 2006/07 was undertaken at the end of the financial
year, with 3402 qualifying members, at a total cost of £155,351. (Members are eligible for a
maximum of £48 in Bonus Bonds depending on when they registered for the Scheme.) To date
in 2007, 21 reversed deposits have been issued to tenants who vacated their properties,
leaving them in good condition, at a cost of £1,050.

5. Scottish Secure Tenancy Conditions

Responsibility for cleaning of common parts forms a key part of tenants’ tenancy agreement.
Section 2.8 of the Scottish Secure Tenancy Agreement states:

“You must take your turn, with all other tenants and owner occupiers sharing the common parts,
in keeping them clean and tidy. If you share a common stair, you must also take your turn in
regularly cleaning, washing and keeping tidy the common stair, its windows, banisters and any
bin chute accesses. If you and the others cannot agree on the arrangements for doing this or
you fail to do the work, we are entitled to decide exactly what you should do and when. Before
making our decision, we will consult with you and the others. Our decision will be binding on
you. If you do not do the work stated in this paragraph, we may do it ourselves and charge you
for it. This is in addition to any other legal remedies open to us.”

6. Recommendations

As the communal cleaning service is set to cease on 1 January 2008, it is recommended that
tenants’ cleaning duties are taken into consideration when processing application forms to
award goodapple status, and monitoring membership.
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Appendix One: Rewards

Members receive a £10 Bonus Bond on registering with the Scheme, and they can earn further
Bonus Bonds for each week their rent account is clear and they remain within the terms and
conditions of the Scheme, to a maximum of £48 per annum. Tenants who vacate their
goodapple homes property can qualify for a Reversed  Deposit of £50 in Bonus Bonds provided
they leave their home with no re-chargeable repairs. At Christmas, members were offered
reduced price electrical goods through the bulk buying power of the European Rewards
Network, as well as given the opportunity to enter an exclusive competition with prizes of £100,
£50 and £25 in each of the three neighbourhoods.

Bonus Bonds are high street gift vouchers which can be used in more than 150 stores across
the UK. Tenants do not need to spend any of their own money to use the vouchers, and the
stores range from supermarkets (for example, Farmfoods and Iceland) to fashion retailers (for
example, Topshop and Debenhams).

Appendix Two: Terms and Conditions

• Eight weeks of a clear rent account, or working within an arrangement to reduce existing
arrears.

• No upheld neighbourhood complaints.
• Adherence to all tenancy conditions.


